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OPT + Dril-Quip redefining
premium connectors

NF2000

®

PREMIUM RISER CONNECTOR

OilPatch Technologies’
(OPT) patented NF2000®
threaded-and-coupled
(T&C) riser connection
has redefined “premium.”
Developed specifically
for riser applications, the
NF2000 provides a level of
performance, reliability,
and fatigue life that is
unmatched by any other
connection. The NF2000 is
field-proven on TLPs and
Spars in extreme offshore
environments.

powered
by dril-quip
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Dril-Quip, Inc. acquired OilPatch Technologies (OPT) in January 2017, complimenting
and strengthening its position as an inudstry leader in Riser Technology.

reliability
The NF2000’s radially-energized pin nose seal maintains reliable metal-to-metal gastight sealing under all operational loading conditions. This has been verified using
sophisticated finite element analysis and extensive ISO testing. OPT’s demanding
manufacturing process and requirements assure trouble-free sealing for the life of
the riser.

patented threadform
The patented NF2000 threadform is optimized for ease of manufacture, ease of
running, and ultra-low stresses. The 7°/45° flank angles insure easy stabbing and
makeup. Radial interference on all flanks insures proper transfer of tension and
compression loads. The large, rugged threadform has generous corner radi and an
elliptical root to prevent galling and reduce stresses.

superior fatigue life
The secret of the NF2000’s superior fatigue life is the patented aluminum alloy ring.
This ring is permanently affixed to the pin body and efficiently reduces the fatigue
loading on the pin threads. The aluminum ring also doubles as a highly reliable
metal-to-metal seal to keep seawater out of the connection.

ROBUST HANG-OFF SHOULDER
Full riser string weight can be supported on the
NF2000 coupling hang-off shoulder thus, slips
are not required during running operations
enhancing reliability + fatigue life.
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ZF2005

®

PREMIUM RISER CONNECTOR

OilPatch Technologie’s ZF2005 premium weld-on Pin/Box riser
connector is the next generation of OPT’s successful ZF2000
connector. Like it’s predecessor, the ZF2005 is engineered
and manufactured to meet the demanding reliability and
fatigue life requirements of deepwater drilling and production
risers. No other threaded connection can match
the ZF2005’s premium features and
performance.

aluminum
thread
PROTECTORS
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strength

fatigue-life

The ZF2005 is always stronger than
the pipe in all modes of static riser
loading - tension, compression,
bending, internal and expernal
pressure, and torsion. Extensive
computer analysis and testing
verifies this for each connection.

The ZF2005 connectors can be welded
to riser pipe using OPT’s patented
process. Testing has shown that this
process creates welds with superior
fatigue and CTOD performance.

sealing

ZF2005 connectors have multiple
metal-to-metal seals that
assure sealing under all riser
load conditions and completely
isolate the threads from the
environment. Field experience
and rigorous ISO 13679 thirdparty testing has proven that
the ZF2005 provides 100%
reliable sealing of internal gas
and external fluid pressures for
all manufacturing tolerance and
makeup conditions.

threadform
The ZF2005 uses OPT’s patented
NF2000 threadform. This rugged,
field proven threadform makes
the ZF2005 easy to stab, unstab,
and make up. It also makes the the
threads very resistant to the type
of damage that leads to galling
with other threadforms.

“ZF” stands for “Zero Fatigue”. The
ZF2005 is never the fatigue weak
point in the riser string. Dual thread
groups, differential seal tapers, thread
lead bias, low-stress thread-form and
other novel features result in ultra-low
stress amplication factors (SAFs) and
long fatigue life.

design features

ZF2005 connectors have the premium
design features that customers demand,
including: thick-walled tonging areas
so makeup tongs don’t grip over the
threads or seals; a square external
makeup shoulder that maintains
preload beyond 90% yield load;
premium coatings to help prevent
galling and corrosion; sufficient weldneck length to meet stress and rewelding requirements; and a landing
shoulder on the pin that exceeds the
riser hangoff load requirements of
extreme water depths.

MAchining and
quality control
The ZF2005 connectors are machined
to exacting tolerances to guarantee the
highest level of performance.

The ZF2005 connectors use cast-aluminum thread protectors with
o’ring seals, significantly more rugged, durable and reliable than typical
thermoplastic protectors. Removable aluminum end plates allows
welding connectors and drifting/inspection of riser joints without
removing the thread protector.
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T H R E A D E D R I S E R CO N F I G U R AT I O N S

OPT Best-In-Class
Riser Connectors for
Every Application
World-Wide.

WELDED + INTEGRAL risers

Use of all Pin/Box connectors is most robust design, at highest cost
and weight.

hybrid risers

Use of all Pin/Box connectors in high-stressed areas and T&C
connections in lower-stressed areas reduces cost and weight.

threaded + coupled risers

Use of all T&C connections in less severe environments or for
internal strings in dual-barrier risers, yields lowest cost and weight.
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tHREADED + COUPLED
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